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AV-presentations

- "The Ocean Land" - NRK TV documentary
- "Deeper than Light" a multimedia presentation
- Film
  - Vessels
  - Technology
  - Use of landers at the Ridge
  - Echo sounders
• The Ocean Land” -NRK TV documentary

• ”Deeper than Light” a multimedia presentation
  http://www2.imr.no/mareco/MARECO.html

• Film
  - Vessels
  - Marine deep water technology
  - Use of landers at the Ridge
  - Echo sounding
Deeper than Light

An international travelling exhibition about the mysterious, amazing and fascinating world of the deep sea.

Adapting to an extreme environment:
Deep-sea organisms must overcome the challenges of intense light, pressure, cold, temperature and high pressure. It requires them to develop unique features of survival, body forms and behaviours to ensure their survival.

Biodiversity:
Most of the ocean is truly dark. Studies only reach the top 5% of the ocean.

Greatest migrations:
Migratory species such as tuna go from the extreme north to the equator and back during the night and return to the water in the dark. During the day they swim hundreds of metres and take several hours.

Information - folders
Books

Life in the Mid Atlantic
by Peter Boyle

DEEPER THAN LIGHT
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